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Abstrac t

This paper investigates the design of resource usag e
feedback mechanisms for packet switched internetworks .
After a discussion of the motivations for feedback mech-
anisms, feedback channels and policies are described .
We then outline issues raised by the design of mech-
anisms to realize these policies, including : network ser-
vice disciplines, accounting granularity, metrics, authen-
tication, and coordination among transit carriers .

Usage-based charging is only one means of feedback .
Our purpose is to begin a systematic discussion of th e
technical issues associated with a range of usage feed -
back alternatives . Therefore the paper should not b e
read as a policy statement promoting usage sensitive
charging in internets . In fact, one of the goals of th e
feedback mechanisms explored in this paper is to allo w
network service providers and users to avoid the intro-
duction of usage sensitive charges if they so wish ; while
still realizing the benefits of statistical resource sharin g
offered by packet switching and the benefits of efficien t
resource utilization offered by usage feedback .

Keywords : Network Accounting, Inter-Enterpris e
Networking .

1 Introduction

This paper concerns resource usage feedback for inter -
connected, packet-switched, computer communication s
networks; hereafter referred to as internetworks, or in-
ternets . The global internetwork has developed throug h
the interconnection of thousands of commercial and pri-
vate networks . 2 As the technology matures, the role of
commercial service providers is expected to grow, alon g
with the demand for accounting mechanisms . At the
same time, increasing connectivity brings with it th e
need for mechanisms that motivate efficient behavio r
on the part of the larger and more heterogeneous user
population .

2 Commercial networks refer to those that offer services to any -
one and for any purpose, so long as they pay the established fees
(e .g., AT&T, GTE Telenet, MCI, PSI Inc.) . Private networks re-
fer to those that are operated and used by a restricted set (often
one) of organizations (and/or for a restricted set of uses) base d
upon administrative, instead of (or in addition to) monetary, ar-
rangements (e .g ., NSFnet, Xerox Corporation's internal network) .

The traditional circuit-switched telephone network
provides a possible model for resource usage account-
ing and feedback. However, many of the mechanism s
do not translate directly into a packet switched envi-
ronment . In this paper we investigate the design spac e
for resource usage accounting and feedback mechanism s
in a large scale, packet-switched internetwork . In par-
ticular, unless stated otherwise, most of our discussion s
below assume a connectionless internet that provide s
datagram services .

Although we do not address issues of cost recover y
specifically, charging is one form of feedback and there -
fore this discussion is of relevance to cost recovery a s
well . Cost recovery entails additional tasks such as set-
ting prices based on a careful assessment of both fixe d
and incremental cost factors ; further discussion is be-
yond the scope of this paper .

1 .1 Internet model and terminolog y

Internet technology has developed primarily within pri-
vate and consortium networks . Commercial carrier s
have participated mostly through leasing of lines used
to connect network nodes within the private networks .
More recently there is increased interest in commercia l
offerings of datagram delivery services, e .g ., SMDS [14] .
The advent of commercial offerings introduces new in-
centives, and in some cases a necessity, for resource us -
age feedback mechanisms ; and the accounting necessary
to collect information for the feedback channel .

We refer to the different administrative entities and
their associated network resources as Administrative Do -
mains (ADs) . As described in [10, 13, 12], an AD is a
set of resources (network links, routers, bridges and en d
systems) under the control of a single administrativ e
authority. In this context, a stub AD is one that doe s
not carry transit traffic for other ADs, e .g ., private cus-
tomers/consumers of communications services . That is ,
all traffic entering a stub AD is destined for end system s
within that AD, and all traffic exiting a stub AD origi-
nated within the AD . Most campus and corporate net -
works are examples of stub ADs . Transit AD refers t o
an AD whose primary function is to provide transit ser-
vices for other ADs . Long haul backbone and regional
networks are examples of transit ADs . In addition, some
private networks that are connected to more than one
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transit or stub network offer limited transit services t o
select ADs . We note the existence of bypass links, along
side the more common hierarchical structure . The term
end user refers to the human beings who make use o f
the communication resources via the end-systems that
lie within the ADs. These distinctions are relevant to
our discussion because we must identify which entities
provide the feedback, and likewise to which entities th e
feedback is provided .

1 .2 Accounting in Packet Switched In-
ternets

The effort required to account for traffic depends upo n
the network architecture . Circuit switched networks re -
serve resources for each user call, and therefore feedbac k
and accounting can be performed along with call setu p
and teardown . Connection-oriented, packet-switched ,
networks maintain state per connection inside the net -
work and successive packets in a connection typicall y
travel via a fixed route (although some architectures al -
low the connection to switch routes in midstream) . If
the connection protocol reserves resources then the ac-
counting and feedback needs are analagous to the circui t
switched case. If there is no reservation, then connec-
tion state and switch function must be augmented with
accounting related information and packet-counting, re-
spectively. In a pure datagram network there is nei-
ther resource reservation nor per-user state maintained
within the network . Packets from the same end-to-end
connection (i .e ., source-destination, transport level as-
sociation) are forwarded independently and may trave l
through different routers .

There is also a further interaction among applica-
tion types, network architecture, and accounting. In
computer communications, the range of application be-
havior and desired services is much greater than in voice
telephony. Human to human voice communication rep -
resents a single type of application, and the entire tele-
phone network has been built to optimize the servic e
quality and pricing mechanisms of the application .' More-
over, whereas voice traffic is handled relatively efficientl y
with circuit switching, computer communications ar e
often bursty . The more varied and bursty the traffi c
patterns, the more important it is to avoid inefficien t
forms of resource reservation .' The diversity of traf-
fic patterns presented by computer communication ap-
plications implies that the network should distinguis h

3 Although today's telephone networks also carry non-voice ap-
plications, such as FAX and dialup terminal-to-computer connec-
tions (through the use of a modem), voice remains the dominan t
load in the system. FAX traffic makes efficient use of the com-
munication circuit . Terminal to computer connections, however,
make relatively inefficient use because of their bursty nature .

4 However reservation may be necessary whenever you need to
guarantee a service and it is possible to implement efficient reser-
vation for bursty traffic ; this is the subject of ongoing research .

between classes, or types, of service (e .g . delay sensi-
tivity) . When different types of service (TOS) are pro-
vided, the accounting function will need a more com-
plex mechanism than a simple packet meter . The extra
packet processing involved in supporting TOS specific
performance guarantees may offer some opportunity for
supporting accounting related functions if the TOS is
implemented on a connection basis . Otherwise if TO S
is offered on per-packet basis, additional work would b e
required to account for usage on a per packet, per TO S
basis .

Another difficulty with respect to accounting in a
packet switched, computer communications context i s
the unit of accounting . The units of accounting in packe t
switching potentially are much smaller than in circuit
switching (i .e ., a packet instead of a call) so the over-
head of accounting could be much higher . This smal l
unit is also problematic for the end user . A user ca n
easily estimate the cost of a telephone call based on
the call duration . In the current computer communi-
cations environment, however, it would be difficult fo r
a user to predict the network usage implied by his o r
her application-level actions, if the network accountin g
is based on the unit of packet . The packet is too lo w
level of an abstraction for the user ; and today's appli-
cations and transport protocols are not instrumented t o
translate packet counts into units that are meaningful
to the end user .

Despite these difficulties, usage accounting and feed -
back have some particular benefits in the context o f
packet switching . Computers served by packet switche d
internets differ in many ways from human users serve d
by telephone networks . Real time, voice communica-
tion exhibits rigid requirements for stable transmissio n
delay and rate. Many computer applications, on the
other hand, exhibit "softer", more elastic, service re-
quirements . For example, a circuit switched phone cal l
must have a 3 Khz channel allocated, otherwise the
call cannot start . A packetized voice session, however ,
can tolerate some degree of packet loss and still sup-
port intelligible communication .' Due to their asyn-
chronous characteristics, certain applications can even
accept temporary postponement of services ; electronic
mail and background file transfers are such examples .
Therefore it is possible to regulate packet traffic by us -
age feedback, and thereby enable a service provider t o
offer better service, at lower prices, to all end users .
For this reason, mechanisms for usage feedback coul d

5 One could argue that the telephone systems do not exploi t
the complete market . There is a potential of multi-TOS for voic e
communication as well . For example, calls can be sorted to in-
terruptable and non-interruptable ones, so that the former ca n
be cut off during peak hours but also receive a lower charging.
However, unlike the electrical power market and data communi-
cations, the market size and network efficiency gains do not appea r
to warrant the overhead associated with differentiating between
the traffic types .
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benefit both service providers and consumers, if appro-
priately designed and implemented .

In summary, there are several interesting technica l
issues raised by the question of accounting and feedbac k
in packet switched internets . We discuss motivations
and models for usage feedback in Sections 2 and 3 . Sec-
tion 4 outlines several issues associated with the design
of supporting mechanisms .

2 Motivations

There may be multiple purposes served by accountin g
and feedback for resource usage . One goal may be to
recover costs . Another may be to motivate users to be-
have more efficiently from the perspective of the share d
resources (i .e ., the network) . In the latter case, feed-
back signals should be different when the network i s
lightly loaded than when it is heavily loaded . Although
both cost recovery and efficient network usage can b e
achieved using accounting and feedback, accomplishin g
one does not necessarily accomplish the other . More-
over, a usage-sensitive charging mechanism in one par t
of the internet may introduce the need for a feedbac k
scheme in another part (e .g ., a transit carrier's chargin g
mechanism may motivate a stub AD to introduce us -
age sensitive feedback in order to motivate efficient us e
of the communications budget) . This paper focuses o n
design considerations for usage feedback mechanisms .
However, because of the potential interaction and fre-
quent confusion, we begin with a brief discussion of cost
recovery .

2 .1 Cost Recovery

The most basic cost recovery goal is to generate rev-
enues that are adequate to pay for physical facilitie s
(links, routers, etc.), operation, maintenance, softwar e
development, personnel, etc . This model is complicated
somewhat by the need to generate enough revenue to
fund improvement and expansion . 6

A more unique problem in the context of data net -
working is an environment in which additional capacit y
can be called up on demand (at greater expense tha n
had it been planned for and installed privately) . As
traffic load increases, decisions must be made concern-
ing a) whether to dial up additional resources, b) ho w
long and under what conditions to maintain them, c )
how to distribute this additional cost among users, d )
whether to redistribute existing capacity, and e) at wha t
point to invest in permanent facilities instead .

6 This problem has been studied extensively by economists i n
the areas of telephony and utility company capacity planning and
tariffs .

Cost is recovered by charging users for their networ k
usage . Therefore the charging itself is one means of feed -
back . As such the charging policies may have a great im-
pact on users' behavior . For example, the most common
form of cost recovery today in packet switched network s
is a fixed-fee per physical connection, where the fee i s
often a function of the bandwidth of the leased line s
utilized by the connection. Neighboring transit AD s
agree upon procedures for carrying each others traffic .
The mechanisms for supporting various settlement an d
allocation procedures among the transit ADs is an inter-
sting issue beyond the scope of this paper ; it has bee n
addressed extensivly in the case of telephony .

This approach provides no feedback to the end use r
regarding the actual resource usage and so does little to
encourage efficient network usage . The feedback onl y
provides a signal to the organization as to what band -
width connection to select, or whether to connect at all .
In the absence of any other feedback, connected user s
would have little incentive either to upgrade a poor pro-
tocol implementation to the best available one (whic h
may cost both effort and money), or to carefully pla n
their network usage to avoid congesting the network un-
necessarily.

Another concern is the desirability, from a polic y
perspective, of exposing all users and usage to usage -
sensitive billing . It may be preferable in some environ-
ments to decouple cost recovery and usage feedback i n
order to encourage communication among all, or som e
special subset, of users (e .g. promoting communica-
tion among members of the research community) . In
other words, global efficiency is very hard to measure
when one takes into account the externalities (good s
and costs) associated with communication . Therefore ,
it is not appropriate to simply minimize network usag e
to the exclusion of other factors . For this reason, we
discuss alternative feedback models below .

2 .2 Feedback

Feedback is needed in any service system to motivat e
users to make globally-efficient use out of existing re -
sources . ,From the systems' perspective, when the sys-
tem is lightly loaded feedback should encourage (or a t
least not discourage) usage to maximize system through -
put . When the system is heavily loaded (i .e ., demand
approaches or exceeds the finite capacity) feedback shoul d
motivate deferable users to delay submitted traffic or ex-
pendible users to back off altogether . That is, an idea l
feedback system would encourage intelligent usage whil e
preventing the system from being overloaded . In the
context of internets, there are two particular types o f
efficiency that we want to motivate: efficient implemen-
tations and efficient end-user behavior . For example ,
a good transport protocol implementation that elim -
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mates superfluous retransmissions should help reduce
the probability of network congestion .

An example of motivating efficient user behavior i s
feedback that encourages users to shift time-insensitive
traffic to off peak hours . The current Internet, for exam-
ple, may be considered as providing a very crude form o f
such feedback, e .g, during peak hours the network per-
formance degrades so that performance-sensitive users
are forced to shift their work to less crowded times o f
day. However, users less sensitive to performance degra-
dation, might even have an incentive to transmit mor e
to compensate for the losses caused by congestion. The
inefficient users are not penalized adequately by th e
total queueing delay increase or packet losses that i s
caused by their action . The current Internet provide s
a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) datagram service, there -
fore the increased delay and losses are shared among al l
users . When demand exceeds capacity, the result is a
network that is overly congested during peak hours an d
consequently provides poor performance to all users . In
other words, what is locally efficient behavior for some
users results in globally inefficient resource usage fro m
the perspective of the network resources . It illustrate s
the tragedy-of-the-commons phenomenon [9] .

Before describing feedback models in Section 3 w e
address the interaction and distinction between differen t
internet participants .

2 .3 Transit Carrier, Stub AD, and En d
User Goals

Motivations for usage accounting and feedback differ fo r
transit and stub ADs, and for end systems .' At the
same time, the motivations of the three types of interne t
entities interact with one another in some predictabl e
ways .

• Transit carriers are concerned with cost recover y
through collection of user fees or third party subsi -
dies . In a competitive internet environment, cos t
recovery increases in importance . Carriers com-
pete by offering attractive services at relativel y
low prices while still covering expenses and ex-
pansion .

To keep the price low, transit carriers are con-
cerned with efficient usage of their resources . If
users behave efficiently then the same service can
be provided to the same number of users at lowe r
cost than if if users behave inefficiently .

• Stub ADs want to minimize, or at least contain ,
costs in the presence of whatever feedback schem e

7 0f course the motivations for feedback are not identical fo r
all stub ADs, or for all transit ADs . However, there is mor e
commonality among entities of a particular type .

transit carriers implement . In a flat rate environ-
ment, stub ADs may be concerned with recover-
ing costs of network attachment charges, and/or
with promoting efficient use of a limited capacit y
connection. Where transit carriers introduce us -
age feedback, some stub ADs may want to pas s
such signals back to some or all end systems o r
users in order to encourage their more efficient be-
havior . In addition, as transit carriers introduc e
usage sensitive pricing, stub ADs will be increas-
ingly concerned with verifying that their bills ar e
accurate, i .e ., they will want to take measures to
prevent fraud. Stub ADs will be concerned wit h
developing accurate models of usage in order to
anticipate, plan for, and detect anomalies in, us-
age and charging .

• End systems and users will similarly want to min-
imize, or at least contain, costs in the presence o f
transit and stub AD feedback mechanisms . Some
end system administrators may wish to avoid th e
overhead and inhibited communication that can
result from too fine-grain accounting (while still
controlling costs), while others will want to prop -
agate feedback signals all the way to the end user .
In addition, some users may be considered bill -
able and others not . For similar reasons as stu b
ADs, end systems and users will require (better)
tools with which to predict, assess, and verify th e
communication costs associated with their trans -
actions .

We will elaborate on stub AD and end system require-
ments for implementing usage accounting and feedbac k
in Section 4 .8 . For now we return to our discussion o f
feedback in more detail .

3 Feedback Models

Feedback schemes can be characterized by the feedbac k
channel used and the policies implemented .

3.1 Feedback Channel

Usage sensitive charging implies billing for services, by
definition. But feedback to end systems or users re-
garding resource usage can also be achieved in terms o f
network signaling, service quality degradation (e .g . de-
lay), or even administrative means ; as an alternative ,
or in addition, to actual monetary feedback . Each of
these can be thought of as a different feedback channel.
The feedback is usually sent to the traffic source, bu t
in some cases may be sent to the destination or som e
third party . Below we discuss the features and merit s
of different feedback channels .
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• Monetary feedback has very explicit impact o n
user behavior . Individuals and groups have lim-
ited budget resources, and therefore are motivated
to to economize on their usage (i .e ., communica-
tion expenses) .

However, explicit, direct impact does not neces-
sarily mean that this channel is always optimal o r
desirable . Consider the research community as an
example . Externalities such as inhibiting commu-
nication based on price-elasticity may well be un-
desirable from the perspective of the social good of
"research communication, productivity, and tech-
nology transfer", for example . From the perspec-
tive of global efficiency, individuals may make sub -
optimal decisions to underinvest in communica-
tions . In other words, some individuals will expe-
rience all the cost but not all of the benefit of thei r
expenditure, when the benefit of their communi-
cation is partially (or largely) to other members o f
the community. Consequently, if each individua l
optimizes his or her own behavior based on loca l
costs and benefits, a social optimum may not be
achieved .

Allocation or quota schemes can act as a prox y
for monetary billing. Traffic sources (which may
be end systems or stub ADs, depending upon th e
accounting granularity) are encouraged to behav e
efficiently because they have a limited resource ,
their quota . Various quota schemes have been
used in computer systems for usage accountin g
(e .g . MIT IVlultics) . Such allocation schemes d o
have drawbacks . For example, users may overl y
constrain their communication early in the quot a
period and over utilize at the end or vice versa
(i .e ., a user could flood the network with traffic a t
the beginning of the period and then starve for th e
duration) . Unlike real money, the quota is not ex-
changable for other goods or services and is mor e
likely to result in this sort of inefficient usage .

• Performance feedback can take different forms :
an explicit message from the network warning of
overload condition (e .g . ICMP source-quench [16]) ,
or an implicit increase in delay or packet-loss rate .
This type of feedback has no relation to cost recov-
ery . Its function is to influence user behavior (di-
rectly, or indirectly through intermediate proto-
col layers) . For example, upon receiving an ICM P
source-quench message requesting a slow down i n
data transrnission, users who find the service in-
adequate may decide to shift to a less congeste d
time of day, or adjust their usage in some other
way .

However, in the absence of other mechanisms, ap-
plications or users who are insensitive to the per-
formance parameters may not modify their behav-

ior . For example, electronic mail runs in the back -
ground and the end user would not notice whether
transfer of some message incurred 50% retrans-
missions. This can lead to a situation in which
performance-sensitive users under-utilize the sys -
tem (because they find it of less value) and performance -
insensitive applications over-utilize the system, fro m
a global efficiency perspective . Therefore perfor-
mance feedback is most effective when TOS sup -
port mechanisms are in place, so that performance -
sensitive users can be given priority in utilizin g
network resources .

• Administrative feedback, such as monthly us -
age reports or allocation schemes, may be use d
alone, or in combination with performance feed -
back . Administrative feedback can be effective
to the extent users are sensitive to administrativ e
(or peer) pressures . Usage levels can be posted or
broadcasted at regular intervals ; the performance -
insensitive users described above might then b e
discouraged via administrative pressure from overuti-
lizing the resources . The result would be a mor e
attractive network for performance-sensitive users ,
and relatively little degradation for the performance-
insensitive user who could shift usage to uncon-
gested times of day .

Depending on the feedback channel in use, the receive r
of the feedback signal can be different . For example ,
performance feedback will be received directly by the
end user . Administrative feedback may target the stu b
AD, which may then redistribute the signal internall y
through whatever channel it deems appropriate . Re-
gardless of the channel type, in order for feedback to b e
most effective end users should be the ultimate receive r
of some form of the feedback signal . But how the feed-
back is provided internally, and whether to associate i t
with internal accounting and billing actions, is the stu b
AD's decision .

In summary, the granularity of the feedback recip-
ient is tightly coupled to the intended objective . We
suggest that the first objective is to carry the collectio n
of users' traffic in an efficient manner, e .g ., introduce de -
lay for deferrable traffic such as asynchronous mail whe n
the network is heavily loaded . This may be achieved ,
at least in part, through relatively coarse-grained feed-
back . A second objective may be, in some cases, to
provide feedback to finer grain traffic sources (huma n
users) in order to alter users ' demand, i .e ., offered load ,
most directly .

3 .2 Feedback Policies

In this section we describe four alternative usage ac -
counting and feedback policies : flat per-packet fee, TO S
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based, peak load, and priority based . We are interested
in the potential impact each policy may have on th e
user's behavior, and thus its effectiveness in regulatin g
network usage. These policies typically are describe d
in the context of monetary feedback, i .e ., billing . How -
ever, schemes can be devised using the other types o f
feedback channels .

Unless otherwise explicitly stated, we assume th e
network serves each datagram on a first-come-first-serv e
(FCFS) basis . (We explore the impact of alternative
network service disciplines in Section 4 .1 .) Moreover ,
we assume that some form of feedback signal is passe d
to end users, directly or indirectly, in order to influenc e
their behavior .

3 .2.1 Flat Per-Packet Charging

To the extent carriers' costs are related to usage, fla t
per-packet charging schemes provide a means for dis-
tributing costs among users (e .g . SMDS) [14] . More-
over, this approach provides fine grain feedback to th e
user to promote efficient use of network resources . How -
ever, because the feedback is based on a flat per-packe t
fee, which is independent of current system load an d
service quality received, it does not encourage users t o
delay non-time critical usage and may lead to under-
utilization when the network is not loaded . The net-
work provides all users with either a best-effort servic e
(e .g ., IP) which may be inadequate for real-time appli-
cations, or with a guaranteed high-quality service (e .g . ,
SMDS), which may not be cost effective for less demand -
ing applications . The uniform service type provides n o
incentive (or support) for users to sort their application s
into different categories in order to share the resource s
most efficiently .

3 .2.2 TOS Based

If internets offer different types of services, the account-
ing should be based on the TOS service quality pro-
vided . When the network is fully loaded, however, ad-
ditional traffic that requires a high quality TOS wil l
have to he rejected in order to guarantee service quali-
ties to the current users . In this case, users can predic t
the cost for a required level of service . They either get
the requested level of service or nothing .

If the accounting in a TOS-guarantee network is in -
dependent of the current or expected system load, an d
the network simply applies a FCFS policy to resourc e
requests, late corners during peak hours will be force d
to shift to different usage times . However, the networ k
would prefer to encourage demanding-TOS users when
the network is under-utilized, and discourage them whe n
the network is loaded, by having load-sensitive TO S
accounting . This can be achieved by one of the load -

sensitive accounting policies discussed next .

3 .2 .3 Peak load

Peak load pricing provides different feedback (e .g ., charge s
different rates) depending upon the aggregate demand s
placed on the system [2]. If there are regular, pre-
dictable times of day at which the network will be heav-
ily loaded, then the charge for transmission during thos e
hours can be raised significantly to shift flexible users off
the peak. The charge may be in terms of real money,
monthly-report-units, or allocated credit-units ; corre-
sponding to the different types of feedback channels .
The accounting procedure may be activated at connec-
tion setup time in a connection-oriented internet, or o n
a per packet basis in a datagram internet .

This scheme is most effective when peak period s
are predictable so that users can plan and behave ac-
cordingly. Network traffic measurements from differen t
sources have shown consistent gross patterns of network
busy hours [1, 8] . If traffic patterns are not so pre-
dictable, peak load rates could be varied dynamicall y
with network load . However, traffic sources would no t
he able to predict their charges accurately, thereby un-
dermining the utility of the feedback channel for budge t
planning purposes .

Network facilities may be expanded to meet deman d
on a dynamic basis, i .e ., the network provider may dia l
up additional facilities to meet peak hour demand . 8

There is a symbiotic interaction between peak load poli-
cies and dynamic network costs . By setting a highe r
charge for peak hours, the revenue may be used to cove r
the extra cost of dialup lines . More generally, if traffi c
load variations are predictable, the need for dialing up
additional capacity can be predicted and the situatio n
can be made to resemble the fixed capacity case .

3 .2 .4 Priority based

An alternative to peak load rates is priority pricing . 9

Under this policy, the network will serve users in th e
order of their priority levels, and the rate charged for
carrying traffic will be computed accordingly . These
rates are slow to change and are advertised to all traffi c
sources . This scheme is more adaptive than peak loa d
schemes because the priority labels provide a basis for
the network to delay lower priority traffic in favor o f
higher priority when loaded .

8 Even a fixed-facility network is not faced with static costs ,
i .e ., capacity planning decisions are made continually regarding
installation of additional facilities . But in the dynamic case, dial-
up circuits interact directly with real-time performance and mon-
etary feedback channels .

9 Scott Shenker of Xerox PARC originally proposed this ap-
proach for use in datagram internets .
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Priority pricing has been implemented by utility com-
panies and appears quite promising for network resource s

as well [17] . For example, in electrical power systems, a t
peak load the service provider may not be able to mee t
the peak demand from all users . The priority pricin g
implementation charges less to customers who are will-
ing to have their service curtailed/cut-off when demand
rises above capacity . Inflexible users pay more to re-
ceive a guaranteed continuous service . The scheme is
relatively static because users vary their priority leve l
infrequently and slowly (i .e ., they put in a request an d
expect it to take some time to go into effect) . 1 °

In the data network context, performance feedback
and priority adaptation could be more dynamic . For
example, a user first sets a certain priority level ; if the
experienced delay is too great (or some other qualit y
metric is too low), and if the users' demand is relativel y
elastic to performance but inelastic to price (or the ad-
ministrative equivalent), they may increase the priorit y
levels until acceptable performance is achieved . This
means that the actual cost of a particular transactio n
will depend on the network conditions at that time . To
the extent network load is predictable, users will dis-
tribute their usage more evenly . The net result is more
efficient use of network resources . However, a concern
here is the potential inefficiency of highly dynamic, real -
time, tuning of priorities to optimize end-user service
and cost .

If there is no accounting system associated with a
priority scheme, however, all users have incentive to set
high priority on all traffic, and the scheme will not be ef-
fective . Consequently, whether through administrativ e
means, or using an actual or proxy (quota system) mon-
etary channel, users ' priority setting must be regulated .

In the subsequent section we investigate the support-
ing mechanisms required, and the design issues raised ,
by consideration of usage based feedback in internets ,
with a particular interest in load-sensitive, TOS feed -
back .

4 Design Issues

In this section we enumerate several essential choice s
that must be made in designing usage-based feedback
mechanisms for transit and stub ADs, i .e ., network ser-
vice discipline, accounting granularity, feedback frequency ,

1 °Another analogy for priority pricing is the airline industry, i n
which you pay more for flexibility (i .e, making reservations with
short notice, without restrictions for cancellation, and without re-
strictions on time of day and day of week) and certainty (standby
pays less than reservations) . To be efficient the airline schem e
also requires some predictability—certain spaces are reserved fo r
the higher-cost, last minute reservations . If predictions are not
accurate, the seats will go unused or will be sold at lower standb y
rates .

cost metrics, dynamic capacity issue, authentication ,
and coordination required among transit ADs . Based
on the very early state of work in this area, we raise
more questions than we answer . Much more work i s
needed to analyze design choices and tradeoffs in detail .

4 .1 Network Service Discipline and TO S
Implementation

The network service discipline employed influences th e
feedback signals directly. Thus far we have assume d
FCFS packet handling. We now consider the interaction
of network service and feedback channels in more detail .

To make feedback messages meaningful to the en d
users, the network must have a clearly defined servic e
discipline in addition to accounting policies ; especiall y
when the messages are through performance or mone-
tary channels . The most common discipline in today' s
networks is FCFS, best effort service . The primary
merit of FCFS is simplicity in implementation . Under
FCFS, routers have no need to identify or discriminat e
among users; they merely forward each packet as quickly
as possible . However, due to lack of user identifica-
tions, FCFS networks do not provide any load-sensitiv e
feedback to individual users other than through th e
aggregated, implicit, performance channel ; which has
the unfortunate tragedy-of-the-commons inefficiencies
described earlier . Alternatively, if the network provides
a fair-queueing service to all end systems [4], when a n
end system detects an increased loss rate, it will under -
stand that its current data transmission is going faste r
than its fair share of the network resources . If the en d
system chooses to ignore the signal it will harm onl y
itself.

Recently, there has been an increased interest fo r
some transit ADs to control the usage of their resource
by different user groups, and to provide insulation amon g
users to minimize traffic interference . Providing thi s
functionality will require identification of users, and a n
appropriate service discipline, for each user or user group .
The same mechanisms may then be used to support us-
age accounting and feedback, although possibly at a dif-
ferent granularity.

An internet may provide multiple levels of resourc e
control through the use of multiple service disciplines .
One level may implement a fairness mechanism that
simply insulates all users from one another . A sec-
ond level may provide a resource guarantee to particular
users (or user groups) ." A third level may implemen t
complete TOS support mechanisms to fully exploit th e
benefit of statistical sharing in packet switching and al -
low each user to pay the minimal possible while receiv-
ing adequate service .

11 Suggested by D . Clark, private communication .
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4 .2 Accounting Granularit y

There is a cost tradeoff associated with fine grain ac-
counting. In general, finer granularity offers more accu-
rate control at the expense of greater overhead to the
system. Granularity decisions must be made regarding
both the unit of traffic and user monitored .

4 .2 .1 Traffic Granularity

Some form of packet or byte counting is required t o
support the usage feedback policies described above .
Counting individual packets and associating them wit h
particular users/subscribers in very high speed network s
presents technical challenges . However, high perfor-
mance gateways often process and maintain state in-
formation in terms of source destination pairs for the
purpose of route caching and possible queueing prac-
tices, in addition to possible access control [11] . Con-
sequently, maintaining packet counts or statistics ma y
only require a minimal incremental action . 12 Never-
theless, the packet count cannot be regenerated easil y
if lost, and additional mechanisms are needed to make
the counter resilient to gateway crashes (e .g ., written
to disk or sent out over the network to some collection
agent) .

An alternative to exact packet counts is statistica l
accounting, i .e ., taking samples of high speed traffi c
sources . However, the length of the sampling or av-
eraging period must be matched to the dynamics of th e
network traffic .

4.2 .2 User granularit y

A related issue is the granularity with which traffic record s
will be built, i .e ., the granularity of users . Transit AD s
can identify traffic sources and sinks at different levels o f
granularity . In particular, the transit system can trac k
individual end systems or may aggregate traffic count s
for an entire AD . The telephone network tracks the par-
ticular end systems (i .e ., one 's telephone number) . O n
the one hand, the overhead of accounting in transit net -
works could be reduced significantly if this were not the
case . On the other hand, the accounting granularity an d
feedback are tightly coupled, in the sense that the feed -
back system cannot identify users in more detail tha n
the accounting record . As stated earlier, some form o f
feedback signal must be provided to the traffic sources i f
behavior is to be affected . Nevertheless it is possible t o
provide performance or administrative feedback to en d
users and restrict monetary feedback to the AD level . 1 3

12 Personal communications, David D . Clark .
13 Another motivation for monetary feedback to the end sys-

tems themselves is the greater opportunity for transit carriers t o
dynamically compete for end-user traffic . Otherwise, stub ADs
impose a single decision upon the aggregate traffic instead of al -

In very large internet environments the cost of fine user
granularity accounting may be prohibitive, and may b e
considered undesirable for policy reasons ; for example ,
to prevent usage sensitive accounting data from bein g
used for traffic analysis purpose (e .g . NSFnet policy) .

4.3 Frequency of feedback

Another dimension of all feedback schemes is the fre-
quency with which the information is collected and re -
turned to the traffic source . Network management pro-
tocols can be used to collect aggregated statistics an d
return them to the traffic sources on a regular, but in -
frequent basis . In contrast, some feedback mechanism s
are based on real time (minimal delay) information akin
to congestion and flow control feedback .

Performance feedback channels provide feedback sig -
nals to the end user in real time . Whereas, adminis-
trative feedback is usually provided at a much lower
frequency. Monetary feedback channels can be imple-
mented at either rate but with significantly differen t
implications for end-user behavior, e .g ., a real time "me -
ter " vs. a monthly bill . Feedback rate presents a clear
tradeoff between the rapidity of user adaptation and th e
cost of realizing the scheme itself.

4 .4 Cost Metric s

Whether the feedback channel is monetary or admin-
istrative, there is the question of cost metrics, i .e ., th e
appropriate measure or metric for network cost recov-
ery and feedback . The simplest metric is a function
of the number of packets . If packets are not of equa l
size, however, some function of packets and bytes may
be preferred . In addition, the number of gateway hop s
traveled may be a factor in the actual marginal cost of
delivering a packet . In a best-effort-service internet (the
IP Internet, for example), the metric used in the implici t
performance feedback channel is only packet-count and
distance related . If we introduce a TOS and/or priorit y
mechanisms, the metric should be a function of packets ,
bytes, hops, TOS, and priority .

There are additional issues to consider when the
feedback channel is monetary . In addition to the pricin g
problem (i .e., how to set prices appropriately), account-
ing rates and procedures must be agreed between th e
transit ADs that carry each others traffic (e .g., in or-
der to allocate costs) . Moreover, the interaction of en d
user feedback and inter-transit AD accounting can re-
sult in undesired externalities such as have occurred i n
the telephone network . For example, in telephony th e
long-haul carriers collect from end users and pay local
telephone companies for use of their resources . In som e

lowing individual users within the AD to select .
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cases this has contributed to bypass that is inefficien t
from a global perspective .

4 .5 Dynamic Capacit y

If a service provider routinely dials up additional capac-
ity when the load exceeds a certain threshold, the ser-
vice provider's costs may rise significantly during crowde d
periods and may need to be reflected back in user charges .
In addition, the users will not experience sustained re-
duced performance at overload because the service provide r
will compensate by dialing up additional circuits . There -
fore both the performance feedback and cost recover y
assumptions are different in the dynamic resource-cost
case . Since the natural performance feedback that on e
gets with a fixed capacity system is now absent (or di-
minished), monetary or administrative channels mus t
be used .

It may not be fair to charge more only to the user s
whose demand instigates the dialing up of additiona l
facilities (unless the desire is to implement a FCFS pol-
icy in which case late comers have a choice of payin g
more or waiting) . Instead, one might like to infor m
all users of the network load, so that they can decid e
whether the additional cost (of dialing/switching in ad-
ditional lines) is worthwhile . However, each user ma y
face increased difficulty in accurately predicting the cos t
of a performance-sensitive transaction given the depen-
dency on other users behavior . To avoid this, it may b e
preferable for the service provider to estimate the net -
work load and the cost for dynamically added resources
and to set a relatively stable price .

4 .6 Identifying and Authenticating the
Collection Points and Billable Enti-
ties

Another issue in a multi-transit AD internet (e .g . back-
bones and regionals are transits) is how transit AD s
and end users will be identified, and how they will b e
authenticated .

Carriers may either feedback information to traffi c
sources directly (whatever the granularity, stub AD o r
end system), or charge the previous or next hop AD .
In either case, once monetary or administrative mecha-
nisms are in place, the incentive for fraud and the desir e
of traffic sources and carriers alike to detect and pre-
vent fraud is great . It may be difficult to impersonate a
neighbor AD because of the physical realization of A D
connections . However, detecting fraudulent AD identi-
fiers for ADs other than one's direct neighbors present s
a problem .

Feedback schemes discussed rely on identification of
the endpoint (end user or AD) or charge code . Applying

cryptographic signatures and checks on a per packet ba-
sis to protect the integrity of these identifiers may intro -
duce excessive performance overhead for many environ-
ments . One alternative is to use statistical mechanisms ,
e .g ., to sign every Nth packet only [5] . A feedback chan-
nel could also be used to inform the charged entity o f
the (exact or statistical) usage value on a frequent ba-
sis so that the subscriber can check whether the charge s
are within range of their expectations (or the local mea-
sures) . The communication of usage values could trave l
out of band of the data flow itself, but over the sam e
network .

4 .7 Coordination among Transit Carri-
er s

Coordination is required among transit carriers with re-
spect to both billing arrangements (in the case of mon-
etary feedback channels) and TOS .

In the case of billing, the various transit hops along
a source to destination path must agree to use mech-
anisms that, if not equivalent, are compatible . In ad-
dition to deciding the billing scheme for network en d
points, neighbor ADs must reconcile their accounts on a
regular basis ; similar to inter-carrier telephony account-
ing .

Billing schemes can vary in several dimensions :

e Who is billed and who is paid : source AD, desti-
nation AD, previous-hop AD, next-hop AD, or a
third party .

• What unit of traffic is billed for : per packet, pe r
byte, per connection, etc . (i .e ., depending upo n
the monitoring granularity in use) .

• The nature of the payment : dollars, funny-money ,
exchange of resources, etc . (i .e., depending upon
the feedback channel in use) .

TOS guarantees are useful to the source and des-
tination only if they are supported by all the transi t
ADs along a path . For instance, congestion at som e
points on the path can lead to clumping or spreadin g
of traffic that makes it difficult for ADs farther dow n
the path to live up to their guarantees . In such cases ,
should the user still pay the full rate at those places tha t
were not responsible for the congestion or degraded ser-
vice? Billing may raise a similar issue ; i .e ., if a packet
is dropped half way through to the destination, should
the user be billed by the first AD hops in the path ?

In summary, when an end-to-end service is carrie d
out by joint effort of several ADs, the service provide d
by one AD will have an impact on the service interfac e
and quality provided by the others . The nature of suc h
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interactions, and the interaction with usage accountin g
or charging, require further investigation .

4 .8 Additional Stub-AD and End-Syste m
Requirements

Stub ADs must manage their connections to transit car-
riers . Consequently, they face several additional require-
ments . For example, in order to control their communi-
cations budgets, stub ADs must either be able to pre-
dict or bound variable costs, or they must be able t o
recover over-expenditures from end systems . It is desir-
able that stub ADs have available to them mechanism s
with which to bound their variable costs as an alter -
native to passing back usage sensitive charges to en d
systems on the one hand, or restricting internet connec-
tivity on the other . As discussed earlier, to the extent
the goal is modified end user behavior, it is almost al -
ways desirable for signals to travel all the way to th e
individual traffic source . However, stub ADs should be
able to select the particular type of feedback channel o r
mechanisms used internally.

Another requirement faced by stub ADs is the nee d
for prevention and/or detection of fraud . For exampl e
authentication mechanisms can be employed to preven t
unauthorized usage . Similarly, stub ADs will want t o
verify the actual service quality delivered if they incu r
TOS-based charges .

End systems require similar cost control and veri-
fication capabilities . In addition, end systems requir e
instrumented applications that can assist users in de-
veloping communication cost expectations and that ca n
translate low-level usage feedback signals into highe r
level units that are meaningful to the end user (e .g . ,
cost per electronic mail message distribution instead o f
per packet) .

5 Conclusions

At its best, resource usage accounting and feedbac k
presents an opportunity to promote efficient usage of
network resources, and to reduce end-user communica-
tion costs by setting charges that reflect the statistica l
resource sharing possible with packet switching architec-
tures . Design, simulation, and experimental research i s
needed to develop appropriate technical mechanisms to
realize these benefits, and avoid the many negative be-
havioral and technical consequences of poorly designe d
approaches . This paper represents a first attempt to ar-
ticulate the design space of usage feedback mechanisms .

Before concluding we reiterate a few caveats an d
recommendations with respect to resource usage feed -
back in internets . First, network administrators should

avoid charging end users on an usage-basis without un-
derstanding users ' demand elasticity, the impacts of th e
charging policy chosen, and the technical overhead o f
doing so . Secondly, stub ADs and end users shoul d
be urged to develop tools necessary to manage thei r
communication budgets before usage sensitive charge s
to stub ADs are introduced widely . Moreover, effectiv e
TOS support mechanisms should be employed in th e
network to fully exploit the benefits of statistical re -
source sharing . Finally, in a network environment that
supports multiple TOS, it may prove most beneficial t o
introduce usage feedback first for the most demandin g
applications (performance sensitive) only — it is likel y
to have a significant impact on network usage efficienc y
and at the same time will more likely impact users that
can afford the expense .

We conclude with a brief enumeration of recommende d
research and development tasks .

5 .1 Future Research and Development
Work

Below we enumerate some concrete development and
research tasks that could be pursued to gain a better
understanding of the issues discussed in this paper :

• Packet counting experiment s
Instrument internet gateways to count packets an d
associate them with host/network pairs, as an in-
vestigation into performance overhead .

• Instrument communication oriented application s
As described earlier there is a need to better mode l
user behavior and the communication costs of use r
level applications . File transfer and remote logi n
are relatively straightforward applications in thi s
respect . On the other hand, electronic mail an d
conferencing are less straight forward to instru-
ment because of their group/multicast nature .

• Transport protocol meter s
These meters can be one of the tools that hel p
the end users to understand the network usag e
of various applications as well as the efficiency of
the protocol implementations . Meters can also b e
used to verify the usage counts received from net-
works .

• Survey needs
Informal discussion with network administrator s
to define needs for stub AD procedures and mech-
anisms needed to protect liability/costs without
adversely inhibiting end user connectivity .

• Priority pricing/TOS Simulations
Explore priority pricing through simulation, with
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a comparison to flat per packet charging . Inves-
tigate the interaction with existing and propose d
TOS and network service disciplines (e .g ., conges -
tion control mechanisms) . Investigate granularity,
feedback rate, and feedback channel design trade -
offs and interactions .

• Fraud detection protoco l
Investigate alternatives for fraud detection pro-
tocols . Investigate use of existing communica-
tion channels between end point and transit node s
(e .g ., congestion control signals, policy routing re-
lated communication [12]) .

• Multicast
Many applications are of a multicast nature, e .g . ,
teleconferencing and information distribution lists .
To the extent explicit multicast support leads to
more efficient delivery of multi-destination mes-
sages, the introduction of usage accounting and
feedback could motivate additional multicast sup -
port and use . However, one characteristic of mul-
ticast is that the sender rarely knows how man y
destinations will receive the message, nor wher e
those destinations are located, nor the intermedi-
ate path . Consequently, users might face unknow n
charges when sending multicast traffic if packet s
are accounted for on a per-packet basis . Becaus e
multicast implementation is a globally more effi-
cient approach than multiple, directed unicasts, i t
would be very unfortunate if its use was discour-
aged because users did not know what to expect .
Much work is needed to investigate alternative ac -
counting and feedback mechanisms in the light o f
multicast . 1 4
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